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Hi Bar���! It’s Time for the 2023 Representative Dance

We’ve got the glitter, we’ve got the pink, and we’ve got Closer to Fine by the Indigo Girls playing on

repeat. Whether you’re dressed in your finest pink or mink or if you’re not in costume at all, trust us,

you’ll be Kenough. We’re looking forward to seeing all the versions of Barbie that show up. Because

Barbie can be anything. Even if Barbie wasn’t able to solve all problems of feminism and equal

rights… With what the Reps this year have shown us, we’re getting closer all the time.

So we hope you can come.

It’s just a giant blowout party with all the Barbies and planned choreography and a bespoke song.

You should stop by.

Rules At the Dance
All representatives attending the dance must adhere to the following rules:

● All attendees must wear their conference credentials at all time. They must be visible on your

outermost layer of clothing. No one without AMUN Credentials will be admitted to the dance.

● Due to security concerns and at the request of the hotel, no bags, glassware, bottles, or containers

of any kind can be permitted at the dance.

● While attending the dance, representatives are guests of the Sheraton hotel and must remain in

approved areas of the hotel at all times.

● Representatives must remain diplomatically courteous during and after the dance. AMUN and

hotel security reserve the right to expel any participant acting in a discourteous or disruptive

manner.

● Rules for Diplomatic Courtesy are enforced in all conference areas, including the Dance.

● AMUN is not able to provide storage space for personal belongings, save for the SC/HSC

students mentioned in the next section.



Special Note for Security Council Participants
The Security Council Crisis Session will begin at 11 p.m.

● Representatives participating in the overnight crisis session for the Security Council or Historical

Security Council simulations will be provided storage space, which they can access at the start of

the emergency session.

See you at the Dance

See you in Barbie Land!

Jared Melville Shannon L. Dunn

Secretary Ken Executive Director Barbie

Follow us on Facebook and Twitter for Conference updates and
United Nations news and content.
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AMUN encourages all participants to attend our representative dance on Monday evening of the Conference. The dance

theme will be revealed on AMUN’s website and publications in the fall. Attire matching the dance theme is encouraged,

although not required.
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